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Functional Development at School Age of Newborn Infants at Risk

Abstract

Objective 

To determine motor and cognitive outcome at school age in children with surgically 

treated intestinal obstructions as newborns, and to identify clinical risk factors for 

adverse outcome.

Study design

Cohort study of infants born during 1995-2002 with atresia, stenosis, or intestinal 

malrotation. At 6 to13 years we assessed their motor functioning, intelligence, attention, 

visual perception, visuomotor integration, and verbal memory. 

Results

Of 44 children three (7%) died. Twenty-seven survivors (66%) were included for follow-

up (median gestational age 36.7 weeks, birth weight 3000 g). Motor outcome was 

abnormal (<5th percentile) in 22% of the children. This was worse than the reference 

population (p<.01). Scores on selective attention were abnormal in 15% of the children 

(p<.01). Other cognitive functions were not affected. Lower birth weight and intestinal 

perforation were risk factors for poorer motor outcome (r2=53.0) while intrauterine growth 

restriction was a risk factor for poorer selective attention (r2=36.6).

Conclusions 

Children treated surgically for intestinal obstructions in the neonatal period had an 

increased risk for poor motor functioning and selective attention at school age. Low 

birth weight, IUGR, and intestinal perforation were risk factors for adverse outcomes. We 

recommend to closely follow the motor and attentional development of these children.
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Introduction

An intestinal obstruction is a gastrointestinal complication that leads to impaired 

bowel passage. It occurs in approximately 9 out of every 10,000 newborn infants.1,2 

It can be caused by congenital malformations of the intestine such as an intestinal 

atresia or stenosis, or by a malrotation of the intestine. Infants who present with 

such an obstruction often require surgery in the neonatal period to uplift the 

obstruction, promote normal bowel function and allow oral feeding. 

In this early period of life, infants with obstructions are submitted to several 

potentially harmful factors, like physiological stress during surgery, that may lead 

to adverse neurodevelopmental outcome.3 Furthermore, they undergo general 

anesthesia at a very young age. Studies in rodents showed that the use of 

anesthetics during the cerebral growth spurt has an adverse influence on long-

term neurological development.4,5 

Although these factors are recognized risk factors for adverse neurodevelopmental 

outcome, the motor and cognitive outcome at school age of newborn infants with 

surgically treated intestinal obstructions is unknown. Our main aim was, therefore, 

to determine the outcome of such infants by assessing their motor and cognitive 

performance at school age. Motor and cognitive outcomes measured at school age 

are known to be more robust and predictive for later life than outcomes measured 

at pre-school age. Our secondary aim was to explore which clinical factors were 

associated with adverse outcome. 
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Methods

Patients

We selected all infants who had been admitted to the NICU of the University Medical 

Center Groningen between 1995 and 2002, and who were diagnosed by laparotomy 

and found to have duodenal, jejunal, ileal, or colon atresia or ileal stenosis, or 

malrotation of the intestine. We excluded patients with major chromosomal and 

congenital anomalies other than single atresias or stenoses. 

Follow-up

The children were invited prospectively to participate in this follow-up study which 

was an extension of the regular follow-up program. It entailed the assessment of 

motor performance and cognition at the age of 6 to 13 years. Parents gave their 

informed consent for their children to participate in the follow-up program. The 

study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical 

Center Groningen.

Motor Outcome

To determine the children’s motor outcome, we administered the Movement 

Assessment Battery for Children (Movement ABC), a standardized test of motor 

skills for children aged 4 to 12 years.6 This test yields a score for total movement 

performance based on subscales for fine motor skills, ball skills, and balance. The 

tasks composing the Movement ABC are representative of the motor skills that 

are required of children attending elementary school in the Netherlands and are 

adapted to the individual child’s age.

Cognitive Outcome

We assessed total, verbal, and performance intelligence using a shortened version 

of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, third edition, Dutch version (WISC-

III-NL).7,8

In addition, we assessed several neuropsychological functions. To assess attention 

we administered two subtests of the Test of Everyday Attention for Children (TEA-

Ch).9 For selective attention we used the subtest “map mission”. Selective attention 
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refers to a child’s ability to select target information from an array of distracters. We 

measured attentional control with the subtest “opposite worlds”. Attentional control 

refers to the child’s ability to change attentional focus flexibly and adaptively. 

We assessed visual perception with the subtest “geometric puzzles” and visuomotor 

integration with the subtest “design copying” of the NEPSY-II.10 Visual perception 

refers to the child’s ability to perform mental rotations and visuospatial analyses. 

Visuomotor integration involves integrating visual information with finger-hand 

movements.

We assessed verbal memory with a standardized Dutch version of Rey’s Auditory 

Verbal Learning Test (AVLT).11 This test consists of five learning trials of fifteen words 

each, followed by an immediate recall trial, a delayed recall trial, and a delayed 

recognition trial, both after a delay of approximately 20 minutes.

Statistical Analysis

We classified the scores of the Movement ABC, TEA-Ch, and NEPSY-II into 

normal (≥ 15th percentile), borderline (5th to 15th percentile), and abnormal (< 5th 

percentile), in accordance with the manual based on a Dutch reference population. 

To classify the scores of the WISC-III-NL and AVLT we used the norm scores, 

means, and standard deviations of the reference population. Normal was defined 

as ≥ -1 standard deviation (SD), borderline as -1 to -2 SDs, abnormal as < -2 SDs. 

In addition, we calculated the z scores based on the norm scores and percentiles 

given in the test manuals.

In order to compare the outcome of the study group with the norm scores of the 

reference population, we used the one-sample Student t test in case of normality 

and the Wilcoxon signed rank test in case of non-normality. 

To determine whether clinical characteristics were related to adverse outcome, we 

calculated odds ratios (ORs) by univariate logistic regression. Adverse outcome was 

defined as an abnormal score (< 5th percentile). We subsequently used backward 

multivariate logistic regression to determine which risk factors detected by the 

univariate analysis (p<.10) had independent prognostic value for outcome.

Throughout the analyses, p<.05 was considered statistically significant. We used 

SPSS 16.0 software for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) for all the analyses.
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Results

Patient characteristics

A database search resulted in 44 children who met our inclusion criteria, three (7%) 

of whom died in the neonatal period. Twenty-seven (66%) out of the 41 survivors 

were included in the follow-up study. The parents of seven children declined the 

invitation to participate and seven other children could not be traced. Table 1 

shows the patient demographics of the infants who were included in the follow-up. 

Two infants were born preterm (<32 weeks) and had an extremely low birth weight 

(<1000 g). The gestational age of the surviving infants who did not participate in 

this study, was comparable to that of the study group (median 37.4 weeks, range 

30.7-42.1). The birth weight of the survivors who did not participate was slightly 

lower (median 2298 g, range 1120-3700) compared to the median of 3000 g in the 

study group. The number of infants with intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) was 

comparable (n=3, 21%). 

The most common type of obstruction was atresia (n=16). One child had an ileal 

stenosis. In eight infants the obstruction was caused by a malrotation, in four of 

whom the malrotation was complicated by a volvulus, while two infants suffered 

from a volvulus without a malrotation. The median age at surgery was 3 days (range 

1-22). Six infants required at least one more operation under general anesthesia 

during their first year, while four required more than one subsequent operation 

(median 2).

Follow-up

The mean age at follow-up was 9.5 years (6.6 – 13.2). The total score on the 

Movement ABC, expressed as a z score, was significantly lower than the reference 

population (p<.01; Figure 1). All motor domains were affected, with most problems 

encountered on the balance test on which 33% of the children obtained abnormal 

scores (Figure 2A).

We present the cognitive outcomes of the children in Figure 1 (z scores). Their 

mean total IQ was 99 (range 63-120), their mean verbal IQ was 102 (range 65-123), 

and their mean performance IQ was 96 (range 55-123). These scores did not differ 

significantly from those of the reference population. 
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Regarding the other cognitive functions, only selective attention was worse in the 

children with surgically treated obstructions compared to the reference population 

(p<.01). Thirty percent of the children with intestinal obstructions had borderline 

or abnormal scores on selective attention (Figure 2B). The scores on attentional 

control, visuomotor integration, and verbal memory did not differ from the reference 

population. The scores on visual perception were slightly better than the reference 

population (p<.01; Figure 1). We were unable to test the visual perception of two 

children because the test proved too difficult for them. In Figure 2B they are 

classified as abnormal.

Clinical Factors in relation to Outcome

Subsequently, we investigated whether clinical characteristics of the neonatal 

period were related to abnormal outcomes at school age. We entered the following 

clinical characteristics in a univariate logistic analysis: gestational age, birth 

weight, IUGR, presence of volvulus, presence of perforation, intestinal resection, 

and late onset sepsis. In Table 2 we present the factors that were significantly 

related to worse outcome after univariate analysis. After multivariate analyses, only 

perforation and birth weight were related to abnormal total motor functioning. The 

model including these variables explained 53.0% of the variance (r2). For selective 

attention, IUGR remained in the model with a proportion of declared variance (r2) 

of 36.6%.

To determine whether these poorer outcomes at school age were solely determined 

by prematurity and perforation (motor outcome), and IUGR (attentional outcome), 

we repeated the analyses after excluding the children with these risk factors. This 

had no effect on any of the results.
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TABLE 1 Patient demographics 

Number       n=27
Males/females      13/14 
Gestational age (weeks)     36.7 (28.9-42.0)

Birth weight (grams)     3000 (710-5065)

IUGR (<P10)      n=6 (22)

Asphyxia      n=1 (4)

Apgar at 1 minute (n=21)    8 (2-10)

Apgar at 5 minutes (n=21)    9 (3-10)   
Late onset morbidity

Late onset sepsis     n=7 (26) 

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia1    n=1 (4)

Characteristics of intestinal obstruction
Atresia      n=16 (59)

Duodenal atresia     n=3 (11)

Jejunal atresia     n=4 (15)

Ileal atresia      n=6 (22)

Colonal atresia     n=3 (11)

Ileal stenosis      n=1 (4)

Malrotation without volvulus    n=4 (15)

Malrotation plus volvulus    n=4 (15)

Isolated volvulus     n=2 (22)

Complications
Perforation      n=5 (19)

Short bowel syndrome      n=1 (4)   
Surgical characteristics 

Intestinal resection     n=16 (59)

Jejunal resection     n=5 (19)

Ileal resection     n=5 (19)

Colonal resection     n=1 (4)

Jejunal plus ileal resection excluding ileocoecal valve n=1 (4)

Ileal plus colonal resection including ileocoecal valve n=4 (15)

Length of resected intestine    13.5 (1-50)

Data are given as median (minimum-maximum) or as numbers (percentage). 
1. Bronchopulmonary dysplasia was defined as oxygen dependence beyond 36 weeks postmenstrual age
Abbreviation: IUGR - intrauterine growth restriction
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TABLE 2 Clinical factors in relation to outcome

Movement-ABC

Univariate Multivariate

p-value p-value OR 95 % CI

Gestational age1 0.039

Birth weight2 0.024 0.068 1.20 0.99 - 1.47

IUGR3 0.081

Late onset sepsis4 0.020

Perforation5 0.041 0.11 17.51 0.53 – 579.52

Selective attention

Univariate Multivariate

p-value p-value OR 95 % CI

IUGR3 0.022 0.022 20 1.53 – 260.79

Late onset sepsis4 0.038

1. Gestational age in weeks
2. Birth weight in 100 g
3. IUGR yes or no
4. Late onset sepsis yes or no
5. Perforation yes or no

Abbreviation: IUGR - intrauterine growthrestriction
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Motor and cognitive outcomes (x-axis), expressed as z-scores (y-axis).
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Figure 2A  Motor outcome of children with surgically treated intestinal 

obstructions

Figure 2B  Cognitive outcome of children with surgically treated 

intestinal obstructions

Data are expressed as number of children with normal, borderline, and abnormal scores.
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Discussion

This study showed that at school age more than twenty percent of children with 

surgically treated intestinal obstructions in the neonatal period showed abnormal 

motor functioning and fifteen percent showed abnormal selective attention. The 

scores obtained by our study group on these functions were significantly lower 

than those of the reference population. Outcomes were not affected on intelligence, 

visual perception, visuomotor integration, and verbal memory. Low birth weight, 

IUGR, and the presence of an intestinal perforation were risk factors for adverse 

outcomes in infants with an intestinal obstruction that was treated surgically.

Since to our knowledge ours was the first study to determine the motor and 

cognitive outcome at school age of mainly term-born children treated surgically 

for intestinal obstructions in the neonatal period we are unable to compare our 

results to other outcome studies. Most studies deal with preterm born children 

who require surgery during the first weeks after birth. This makes it difficult to 

review our results in the light of existing literature. 

A previous study on the outcome of preterm infants with necrotizing enterocolitis 

(NEC) found that surgically treated children had poorer neurodevelopmental 

outcomes at 18 to 22 months than medically managed children.12 Partly, this could 

be explained by a higher baseline risk for adverse outcome in the surgical group, 

since these children were more severely ill. Nevertheless, this higher baseline risk 

did not completely explain the variance. Possibly other factors associated with 

surgical treatment like physiological stress and anesthesia, also played a role.

A study in term-born children with surgically treated congenital heart diseases 

in the neonatal period showed that these children too were at risk for  

adverse neurodevelopmental outcome at school age.13 This group showed lower 

intelligence and fine motor skills as well as more specific neuropsychological 

deficits in memory and attention. In our study group we found that motor function 

and attention were also affected. Although both study groups required surgery for 

a congenital anomaly in the neonatal period, the children with congenital heart 

disease presumably had periods of reduced cerebral blood flow and oxygenation, 

which may have further increased their risk for neurodevelopmental impairments. 

This was not the case in our group.
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In our study, low birth weight, IUGR, and intestinal perforation were related to poorer 

outcome at school age. Low birth weight and IUGR are well-known risk factors 

for neurodevelopmental impairments up to school age.14,15 In preterm infants, 

perforation as a complication of the intestinal disease NEC was also a risk factor 

for adverse outcome at school age.16 Perforation is frequently associated with 

inflammation and infection. Particularly in preterm infants, systemic inflammation 

is associated with cerebral white matter abnormalities.17,18 Brain development of 

term-born infants is in a much more mature phase in terms of neuronal migration 

and cortical folding than that of preterms. Nevertheless, to a large extent 

myelination and dendritic and axonal arborization still have to take place.19,20 Our 

finding that poorer motor and attentional outcomes were still present after we had 

excluded children with the above mentioned risk factors, led us to believe that 

additional, presumably surgery and disease-related factors, had also played a role 

in our study. These included, for example, physiological stress during surgery, and 

anesthesia. Rodent studies showed that the use of anesthesia during the cerebral 

growth spurt can lead to neuroapoptosis and has an adverse influence on long-

term behavioral development.4,5 It may well be that maturational processes which 

normally occur from birth until years postnatally, are also susceptible to injury from 

anesthetic factors. Furthermore, infants with intestinal obstructions receive parenteral 

nutrition for a considerable period of time, and approximately twelve percent of the 

infants with surgically treated intestinal atresia suffer from short bowel syndrome, a 

condition which subjects them to ongoing nutritional problems.2 Parenteral nutrition 

and prolonged nutritional deficiencies are described as having an adverse influence 

on cognition and learning at pre-school age.21 Although parenteral nutrition might 

have played a role, ongoing nutritional deficiencies most likely did not, since in our 

study only one child suffered from short bowel syndrome.

Our study was subject to potential limitations. It was a single-center study therefore 

its generalizability to other centers needs to be established. We tried to minimize 

this problem by using standardized tests. Another potential limitation was that 

we compared the outcomes of our study group to a reference population rather 

than to a control group. Despite this we did not expect an overestimation of the 

differences between our study group and reference scores, since these reference 
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scores were obtained within the last ten years. Potentially, an underestimation of 

the described effect of intestinal obstructions and surgery on outcome is more 

likely since cognitive outcomes from the reference population may only have 

increased over time, the so-called Flynn effect.22 

To our knowledge, ours was the first study to investigate the motor and cognitive 

outcome at school age of children who had been treated surgically for intestinal 

obstructions during the first weeks of life. The strength of this study was that we 

examined a broad range of motor and cognitive functions at school age. Motor 

and cognitive outcomes measured at school age are known to be more robust 

and predictive for later life than when measured at pre-school age. Since intestinal 

obstructions are associated with few neonatal comorbidities, we believe that the 

adverse motor and attentional outcomes at school age as found in the present 

study could be ascribed mainly to the intestinal obstruction and its surgical 

treatment. Since a significant proportion of children with intestinal obstructions 

showed motor and attentional problems at school age, we recommend that these 

children be followed-up and screened for motor and attentional deficits. Future 

studies on larger cohorts of children who underwent surgical treatment in the 

neonatal period could reveal perioperative factors which contribute to adverse 

outcome at school age.
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